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Buddipole Mast for
Buddipole Antenna
£74.95

DESCRIPTION
Buddipole Mast - Small or Large- The same company that makes our Buddipole™ tripod also
makes this mast for us exactly to our specifications. We then affix a custom machined adapter
to thread seamlessly into the center tee of the Buddipole™. We wanted something that would
collapse to 22" and extend to 9 feet 6 inches (add another 12" when mounted on the tripod).
This mast fits perfectly inside a pocket in the nylon 'packcloth' carrying bag that comes with the
Buddipole™. The antenna and mast can then be placed within the black thermoplastic case
(provided with the Buddipole™) for traveling. The mast is made from 6061 Aluminum and is
anodized in black.
Buddipile Mast - Large This mast is made by the same company that makes our tripod and smaller mast. Construction
is 6061-T6 aluminum and all parts are anodized black. Thumb collar-locks make extending and
collapsing the mast quick and easy.
The overall extended length of the mast is 18'. When collapsed the mast is approximately 39".
When mounted on the tripod the overall length above ground is approximately 19'.
The top of the mast has a solid aluminum 1/2" NPT adapter for securing into our Versatee. The
bottom of the mast has a collar lock for securing onto the base tube on the tripod.
PLEASE NOTE: This mast needs to be guyed at all times. Our guying system (available in the

drop down box or in the accessories section) includes nylon braided cord on linewinders, 3
ground stakes, and velcro strap w/loops for securing line. 1
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